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Abstract Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT) is
a corpus based approach to Machine Translation (MT), that
utilizes the translation by analogy concept. In our EBMT
system, translation templates are extracted automatically
from bilingual aligned corpora by substituting the similar-
ities and differences in pairs of translation examples with
variables. In the earlier versions of the discussed system,
the translation results were solely ranked using confidence
factors of the translation templates. In this study, we in-
troduce an improved ranking mechanism that dynamically
learns from user feedback. When a user, such as a pro-
fessional human translator, submits his evaluation of the
generated translation results, the system learns “context-
dependent co-occurrence rules” from this feedback. The
newly learned rules are later consulted, while ranking the
results of the subsequent translations. Through successive
translation-evaluation cycles, we expect that the output of
the ranking mechanism complies better with user expecta-
tions, listing the more preferred results in higher ranks. We
also present the evaluation of our ranking method which
uses the precision values at top results and the BLEU met-
ric.
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Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT), which is re-
garded as an implementation of the case-based reasoning
approach of machine learning, is a corpus-based approach
to Machine Translation (MT). EBMT was first proposed by
Nagao under the name translation by analogy [18]. Transla-
tion by analogy is a rejection of the idea that humans trans-
late sentences by applying deep linguistic analyses on them.
Instead, it is argued that, humans first decompose the sen-
tence into fragmental phrases, then translates these phrases
into phrases in the target language, and finally composes
these fragmental translations into a sentence. The translation
of fragmental phrases is done in the light of prior knowledge,
acquired in the form of translation rules.
In this paper, we propose several improvements to an ex-
isting EBMT system [3, 4, 8]. We present here a new method
for ranking the translation results generated by this system.
Contrary to the previous versions, the results ranking mech-
anism is dynamically trained by the user. The user feedback
is obtained in the form of an evaluation of the generated
results. From the evaluation of the user, the system learns
context-dependent co-occurrence rules, which are later con-
sulted while ranking the results of the subsequent transla-
tions. Through successive translation-evaluation cycles, it is
expected that the output of the ranking mechanism complies
better with user expectations, listing the more preferred re-
sults in higher ranks.
When the translation system generates multiple results,
either due to the morphological ambiguities or multiple
translation template combination options for the translation,
the results are presented to the user in descending order
of confidence values. In the previous versions of the sys-
tem, during the translation phase, the user had no effect
on the confidence values assigned to each result, hence on
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the presentation order of the results. In order to reflect his
preference into the ordering of results, the user had to en-
ter more translation examples and rerun the learning com-
ponent, which consumes computation resources and takes
time. Moreover, in a realistic situation, it will be impossible
for a user to estimate the number of examples to add, that
will adjust the ordering of the results to the desired configu-
ration.
The confidence factors are calculated merely from the
translation examples in the learning phase. A problem with
this scheme of confidence factor assignment is that, it does
not consider the co-occurrence of the translation templates.
Certain templates may be assigned low confidence factors
when considered individually, but their co-existence in a
translation result may require a different treatment, as the
combination deserves a higher confidence. The reverse can
also be true. Oz and Cicekli [21] proposed a modifica-
tion to the original scheme of confidence factor assignment,
that takes template combinations into consideration. This
method calculates the confidence factors for template com-
binations in the learning phase, and once this is done the
factors are never updated.
Moreover, the confidence factors learned from the trans-
lation examples in the learning phase may not always over-
lap with the user expectations. The translation results that
are correct for a given context, may be inappropriate for
another context. A human translator can translate a phrase
differently depending on the characteristics of the con-
text of the text. Besides, different users may perceive the
same translation result differently, depending on their back-
ground.
We could have encouraged the user, to add more trans-
lation examples in order to teach his preferences to the sys-
tem. By adding enough new translation examples, the user
could achieve adjusting the system to give the results that
best match his expectations, at the top. The disadvantage of
this approach lies in its complexity. An ordinary user would
not be able to estimate the number of new examples to add,
in order to fine-tune the confidence factors assigned to the
templates.
Instead, we propose a different mechanism for incorpo-
rating useful user feedback into the translation result order-
ing mechanism, which is one of the new features of our
translation system. After each translation, the user has the
option of evaluating the translation results in terms of their
correctness. The system, using the information gathered by
user interactions, ensures that the results marked correct
in the evaluation will be ranked above the results that are
marked as incorrect, during the next translation of the same
phrase. From the evaluation data, the system extracts tem-
plate co-occurrence rules, which specify aggregate confi-
dence factors for certain template configurations. The ex-
tracted rules are then kept in the file system to be used in
later translations.
The user interface provides two methods for inputting
the user feedback. The first one, Shallow Evaluation, lists
the search results in their bare surface-level representations;
and the user can either mark a result as correct or incor-
rect. The second type of analysis is Deep Evaluation, which
is targeted for advanced users and provides the option of
evaluating individual nodes of the parse trees built for each
translation result. After inputting the user feedback, the sys-
tem learns context-dependent co-occurrence rules from that
information.
The context-dependent co-occurrence rules learned from
the user feedback reflect the preferences of a particular user.
The translation characteristics vary from one human transla-
tor to another, and usually there are numerous correct trans-
lations of a given text. Therefore, we use the concept of user
profiles in our system. When a user evaluates the results of
a translation, the co-occurrence rules learned from the eval-
uation are kept in his own user profile. Thus, other user pro-
files in the system are not affected. Also, a single user can
create multiple profiles, each of which is used for a different
text context—such as science, literature, law, etc.—that has
a distinct characteristic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
other machine translation systems that use user feedbacks to
improve their performances in Sect. 2. The components that
were available at the earlier versions of the presented EBMT
system, and its general architecture are presented in Sect. 3.
We also discuss the learning algorithms and the induction
of confidence factors for extracted translation templates. We
discuss the structures of context dependent co-occurrence
rules and their usage in the translation phase in Sect. 4. Sec-
tion 5 discusses how context dependent co-occurrence rules
are extracted from user feedbacks. The details of shallow
evaluation and deep evaluation of the translation results are
also given. In order to test the effects of the context depen-
dent co-occurrence rules in the translation, we conducted a
set of evaluations, and the results of these evaluations are
presented in Sect. 6. We give the concluding remarks in
Sect. 7.
2 Related work
Machine translation systems that acquire their translation
rules from bilingual corpora can generate a lot of translation
results for a given translation task, and most of the generated
translation results can be incorrect. There can be different
reasons for these incorrect translations. The acquired trans-
fer rules may contain many redundant and incorrect rules
because of the difficulties in the rule induction and the trans-
lation varieties in bilingual corpora. The same phrase may
correspond to multiple phrases in corpora, and a machine
translation system can induce all of these correspondences
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although some of them are low frequency. In fact, a corre-
spondence can be treated as a correct translation in certain
contexts, and it can be treated as an incorrect translation in
some other contexts. According to an experiment conducted
by Imamura [11], most of induced transfer rules were low-
frequency rules, and they are rarely used in many of the con-
texts.
Some of the machine translation systems that induce
transfer rules can try to avoid the usage of incorrect rules.
They mainly use two approaches to overcome this prob-
lem. The first approach is the detection and removal of the
incorrect rules after the automatic acquisition of transfer
rules [11, 12, 15, 16]. The second approach is the selection
of appropriate transfer rules during the translation phase, or
the ordering of the translation results according to certain
metrics [17]. Our EBMT system can be treated as a system
that uses the second approach.
Menzes and Richardson [16] uses a cutoff point to avoid
the usage of the low-frequency rules. They employ a best-
first alignment algorithm to determine high precision trans-
fer mappings. They collect the required information from
the training corpora.
Imamura et al. [11, 12] uses a feedback cleaning mecha-
nism which selects and removes the extracted rules in order
to increase the BLEU [22] score of an evaluation corpus. Af-
ter they extract translation rules, examples in the evaluation
corpus are translated using these transfer rules. They try to
determine the removal of which transfer rules increases the
BLUE score of the evaluation corpus. In other words, they
clean the incorrect transfer rules according to an evaluation
corpus.
Font-Llitjos et al. [15] present a framework that automati-
cally refines transfer rules using the user feedbacks provided
by bilingual speakers. In order to get machine translation
error information from bilingual speakers, a translation cor-
rection tool [14] is used. While Menzes and Richardson [16]
and Imamura et al. [12] try to remove redundant and incor-
rect translation rules after the rule acquisition, Font-Llitjos
et al. [15] try to refine translation rules by editing incorrect
translations that are determined with the user feedbacks.
Gough and Way [9] used a marker-based sub-sentential
alignment algorithm in order to reduce the size of the
marker-based lexicon. With this approach, they try to avoid
the learning of incorrect translation rules and increase the
precision of their system.
In statistical machine translation, variations of probabilis-
tic synchronous context-free grammars (CFGs) are used in
order to sort the translation results [1, 7, 19, 24, 26]. The
conditional probabilities of the target language rules with
respect to the source language rules in probabilistic synchro-
nous CFG production rules are used in order to find the prob-
abilities of the translation results. Our previous works in [2–
4, 10, 21] may have similarity with the methods based on
probabilistic CFGs. However, to the best of our knowledge
there does not exist any statistical machine translation sys-
tem based on the probabilistic synchronous CFG formalism
that uses a user-feedback mechanism to rearrange the proba-
bility values of the rules. The main contribution of this paper
is the introduction of a user-feedback mechanism in order to
capture user preferences in the forms of context-dependent
co-occurrence rules, and use these rules in the ordering of
the translation results to accommodate user preferences. We
discuss the similarities between our previous work and prob-
abilistic synchronous CFGs in Sect. 3.4.
In our EBMT system, we also use a graphical user inter-
face to get the user feedbacks from bilingual speakers, and
the user feedbacks are used to determine the correct and in-
correct transfer rules. Although we do not remove or refine
the determined incorrect rules, we decrease their confidence
factors so that they cannot generate higher confidence val-
ues than the confidence values generated by the determined
correct rules during translation.
All of the systems that try to avoid the usage of incorrect
translation rules keep a single set of translation rules either
after cleaning or refining the incorrect translation rules. This
single set of the resulting transfer rules is used in all con-
texts. In our system, the user has an option to create more
than one set of rules, and each set may reflect a different
context such as science, law, etc. We call each set of rules
as user profile. Thus, the behavior of our system can be dif-
ferent in each user profile since each of them represents a
different set of rules.
3 Architecture of EBMT system
This section describes the interactions among various com-
ponents that make up our EBMT system. The components
that were available in the earlier versions of the system [2–4,
10, 21] are summarized in the rest of this section. The major
contribution of this paper, namely user evaluation process,
is discussed in Sects. 4 and 5.
Figure 1 depicts the interactions among the components
of our system. Tasks of the system can be divided into two
phases. In the first phase, the system is trained using a bilin-
gual aligned corpus. The training corpus contains bilingual
translation examples in their lexical form. Training of the
system finishes when the Learning Component writes the
translation templates it has learned, into a file. In the first
phase, the user is passive, i.e., the learning process is com-
pleted without any user interaction. The second phase uses
the translation templates extracted in the first phase, in order
to translate the natural language phrases that are taken from
the user. Unlike the previous phase, the translation phase is
interactive, i.e., the Translation Component asks the user to
enter a phrase in either Turkish or English, and after per-
forming the translation, returns the results back to the user,
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Fig. 1 A detailed view of the
system components
and waits for the next input. Now, the user has an option to
evaluate the translation results. As a result of the user eval-
uation process, context-dependent co-occurrence rules are
extracted, and these co-occurrence rules are used in the or-
dering of the subsequent translation results.
In order to extract some translation templates, the learn-
ing component takes a bilingual corpus as input. This corpus
has to be in the lexical-form, since using the lexical-forms
of the translation examples enables the system to learn more
useful templates when compared to using the surface-forms.
Manually converting translation examples in a corpus, from
their more natural surface-forms into lexical-forms, with-
out using any software tool, would be an inefficient and
error-prone task. Therefore, we have developed a tagging
tool [5, 6] that simplifies the conversion process. Thus, all
translation examples at the surface level are converted into
translation examples at lexical level with the help of this tag-
ging tool.
We used a Turkish morphological analyzer and an Eng-
lish morphological analyzer in the translation phase and dur-
ing the tagging of translation examples. The Turkish mor-
phological analyzer is a re-implementation of the morpho-
logical analyzer described in [20]. Several modifications
have been also introduced to this version of the morpho-
logical analyzer, such as re-organizing the output into a
more standard format and changing the internal encoding to
cover Turkish specific letters [13]. We have also developed
an English morphological analyzer in order to get a mor-
pheme representation similar to the morpheme representa-
tion used in our Turkish morphological analyzer. Although
there are some changes, the parse formatting of our analyzer
is very similar to that of the online Xerox morphological an-
alyzer [25] and our Turkish morphological analyzer [13].
In the following subsections, we discuss the details of the
learning component. We also show how the extracted trans-
lation templates are used in the translation phase. Thus, we
review the parts of our EBMT system that were developed
at the earlier versions of the system. In addition, we also
compare the earlier version of our EBMT system with the
statistical machine translation systems based on the proba-
bilistic synchronous CFG formalism in Sect. 3.4.
3.1 Learning translation templates
The learning component [2, 3, 10] infers the translation tem-
plates from the set of translation examples. Each transla-
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tion example is a pair of an English sentence and a Turk-
ish sentence. The lexical level representations of the exam-
ples are used in order to learn more useful translation tem-
plates.
In order to induce the translation templates from a given
pair of translation examples, we find their match sequence
whose first part is a match sequence between English sen-
tences of the examples and the second part is a match se-
quence of Turkish sentences. A match sequence between
two sentences is a sequence of similarities and differences.
A similarity is a non-empty sequence of common items in
both sentences. A difference is a pair of two subsequences
where the first one from the first sentence, the second one is
from the second sentence, and they do not have any common
items.
One of the learning heuristics described in [2, 3, 10],
which is called similarity template learning, can induce the
translation templates from match sequences by replacing the
differences with variables, and setting the correspondences
between the differences. When there is only one difference
on each side of the match sequence, the translation templates
are derived without any prior knowledge. On the other hand,
when there are several differences, the correspondences be-
tween differences except one of them must be known in or-
der to induce the translation templates. Let us assume that
we have the match sequence in (2), which is extracted from
the translation examples1 in (1).
I+Pron drink+Verb +Past tea+Noun +Sg
↔ çay+Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom iç+Verb +Past
+1Sg
(1)
you+Pron drink+Verb +Past coffee+Noun +Sg
↔ kahve+Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom iç+Verb +Past
+2Sg
(I+Pron, you+Pron) drink+Verb
+Past (tea+Noun, coffee+Noun) +Sg
↔ (çay+Noun, kahve+Noun) +A3sg
+Pnon +Nom iç+Verb +Past (+1Sg, +2Sg)
(2)
1The examples in (1) are the lexical forms of the translation examples
“I drank tea ↔ çay içtim” and “You drank coffee ↔ kahve içtin”. In the
lexical forms of English words, “+Verb”, “+Noun”, and “+Pron” are
part of speech tags; “+Sg” indicates that the noun is singular; “+Past”
indicates that the verb is in past tense. In the lexical forms of Turkish
words, “+Verb”, and “+Noun” are part of speech tags; “+A3sg” indi-
cates that the noun is singular; “+Pnon” indicates that the noun does
not have a possessive marker; “+Nom” indicates that the noun is in
nominative case; “+Past” indicates that the verb is in past tense.
In order to be able to learn any translation templates, at least
one of the correspondence pairs between differences should
be known. Assuming that the correspondences “I+Pron ↔
+1Sg” and “you+Pron ↔ +2Sg” are known a priori, the
translation template learning algorithm extracts the three
templates given in (3). One should note that the correspond-
ing variables, namely (X1,Y 1), and (X2,Y 2), are marked
with identical superscripts.
X1 drink+Verb +Past X2 +Sg




The translation templates above are induced by replacing
differences with variables. Another learning heuristic, which
is called difference template learning, replaces the similari-
ties in match sequences in order to deduce translation tem-
plates [2, 3, 10]. If there is a single similarity on both sides
of the match sequence, then that pair of similarities should
be the translations of each other.
3.1.1 Type associated template learning
Although learning by substituting similarities or differences
with variables yields templates that can be successfully used
by the translation component, the templates are usually over
generalized [4]. When the algorithm replaces some parts of
the examples with variables, the type information of the re-
placed parts are lost. When used in translation, such a tem-
plate may yield unwanted results, since the variables can
represent any word or phrase. In order to overcome this
problem, each variable is associated with a type information.
The template in (3) can be marked with type information as
follows
X1Pron drink+Verb +Past X2Noun
↔ Y 2Noun iç+Verb +Past Y 1VerbAgr (4)
In this example, the variable X1Pron can only be replaced by a
pronoun and Y 1VerbAgr can only be replaced by a verb agree-
ment suffix.
In order to assign a type label to a variable that substi-
tutes a difference, the learning component must inspect the
constituents of this difference. In general, the type of a root
word is its part-of-speech category. For example, the type
label of “book+Noun” would be simply “Noun”. On the
other hand, the type label of any morpheme that is not a root
word would be its own name.2 For example, the type label
2In lexical representations, although a root word together with its part
of speech tag is treated as a single token, a morpheme itself is treated
as a single token.
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of “+A1sg”, which is the first person noun agreement mor-
pheme in Turkish, is merely its own name, that is “A1sg”.
Let us assume that the learning algorithm tries to replace the
difference in (5) with a variable.
(come+Verb, go+Verb) (5)
Observing that there is a single token in both of the con-
stituents and the types of the tokens match, the variable with
type label would be XVerb.
In some cases all of the type labels of tokens in the differ-
ence constituents match, however most of the time the situ-
ation can be different. Assume that the learning algorithm
aims to replace the difference below with a variable.
(book+Noun +Sg, house+Noun +Pl) (6)
In this case, the first pair of tokens of the difference con-
stituents match in terms of type, but the second pair of to-
kens, “+Sg” and “+Pl”, which are the singular and plural
markers, do not match. In such situations, the learning al-
gorithm should be able to identify the supertype of “+Sg”
and “+Pl”. Given that the supertype of “+Sg” and “+Pl”
is “NounSufCount”, the variable that replaces the difference
in (6) would be XNoun NounSufCount.
The hierarchical structure that represents the subtype-
supertype relations between the type labels is modeled as
a lattice in our system [4, 8]. There are two such lattices,
one for English and one for Turkish. The lattice can be re-
garded as a directed acyclic graph, if each connection from a
subtype to a supertype is a one directional arrow. In the lat-
tice there is a single node at the top of the hierarchy labeled
“ANY”. The leaf nodes are tokens that appear in the lexical-
level form of the translation examples. The use of the lattice
instead of a tree allows situations where a node has multiple
parents such as the case of “+A3sg” which can both appear
as the singular noun agreement and the 3rd person singu-
lar verb agreement. Using the lattice structure, the learning
algorithm can assign a label to token pairs by finding the
nearest common parent of the two tokens.
3.1.2 Learning from previously learned templates
Although, extracting translation templates from translation
example pairs provides an effective learning method, the
generality of the learned templates are usually limited. In
order to increase the learning effectiveness, we learn from
not only example pairs, but also the pairs of the previously
learned templates [4].
For example, assume that the translation templates in (7)
have been learned earlier from some translation examples.
In order to learn new translation templates from these tem-
plates, the first thing to do is to extract a match sequence
from them as if they were translation examples. This match
sequence is given in (8).
at+Adv least+Adv X1NumCard book+Noun
↔ en+Adv az+Adv Y 1NumCard kitap+Noun
at+Adv least+Adv one+Num+Card X1Noun











Regardless of the fact that the differences in the match se-
quence contain variables, we can learn the templates given
below by running the similarity translation template learning
algorithm.
at+Adv least+Adv X1NumCard Noun
↔ en+Adv az+Adv Y 1NumCard Noun
X1NumCard book+Noun ↔ Y 1NumCard kitap+Noun
one+Num+Card X1Noun ↔ bir+Num+Card Y 1Noun
(9)
Note that learning translation templates from previously
learned ones may yield three non-atomic templates. This
was not possible when templates were extracted from trans-
lation examples.
3.2 Confidence factor assignment
The translation templates generated during the learning
phase are stored in the file system in order to be later used
in the translation phase. Although the translations of some
sentences submitted by the user can be given using a sin-
gle template, vast amounts of the translations are done us-
ing a combination of more than one translation template.
During the translation phase, in order to translate a given
sentence from the source language to the target language, a
parse tree of templates are generated by the translation algo-
rithm.
For most of the inputs, there will be multiple translation
results. This is due to the fact that if the learned templates
are general enough and numerous, there may exist multiple
parse trees that can be used to translate the input phrase.
Another factor that increases the number of results is the
morphological ambiguities faced when converting the input
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from the surface-level to an equivalent lexical-level repre-
sentation. In our EBMT system each translation result is
assigned a confidence value and the results are then sorted
in decreasing order of these values. The confidence value
of a translation result is calculated as the multiplication of
the confidence factors assigned to each template which cor-
responds to a node in the parse tree built in that particular
translation [21].
Since the translation is bidirectional, each translation
template is associated with a pair of confidence factors. The
first confidence factor is used for the translations from Eng-
lish to Turkish, and the second one is used for the transla-
tions in the reverse direction. A confidence factor is calcu-
lated as
confidence factor = N1/(N1 + N2) (10)
where
– N1 is the number of translation examples containing sub-
strings on both sides that matches the template.
– N2 is the number of translation examples containing a
substring only on the source language side that matches
the template.
For example, assume that the translation examples file con-
tains only the four examples below.3
1. red+Adj hair+Noun+Sg ↔ kızıl+Adj saç+Noun
+A3sg +Pnon +Nom
2. red+Adj house+Noun+Sg ↔ kırmızı+Adj ev+Noun
+A3sg +Pnon +Nom
3. red+Adj ↔ kırmızı+Adj
4. long+Adj red+Adj hair+Noun+Sg ↔ uzun+Adj kızıl
+Adj saç+Noun+A3sg +Pnon +Nom
In order to assign the confidence factor, which is to be used
in English to Turkish translations, to a translation template
such as
red+Adj X1Noun ↔ kırmızı+Adj Y 1Noun (11)
each translation example has to be evaluated individually.
Initially both N1 and N2 are initialized to 0. The example (1)
has a substring on its left side, “red+Adj hair+Noun”, that
matches the left hand side of the translation template. But
there is no substring on the right that matches the tem-
plate. So, N2 is incremented by 1. Similarly, the example (2)
matches the translation template on the left hand side and it
also has a substring on the right, “kırmızı+Adj ev+Noun”,
that matches the right hand side of the template. So N1 is 1.
The example (3) does not match the template on either side,
3These examples are the lexical forms of the translation examples “red
hair ↔ kızıl saç”, “red house ↔ kırmızı ev”, “red ↔ kırmızı”, and
“long red hair ↔ uzun kızıl saç”.
so N1 and N2 remain unchanged. The example (4), like the
first one, matches only the left hand side; therefore, N2 is
incremented to 2. As a result, the English to Turkish confi-
dence factor becomes 1/(1 + 2) = 0.33. The reader can ver-
ify that the Turkish to English confidence factor becomes
1.0 using the same approach since N1 = 1 and N2 = 0 for
that case.
While we are assigning a confidence factor to a template,
we are actually approximating the ratio of the number of
times a phrase matched with the source language side of the
template is translated to a phrase matching the target lan-
guage side of the template, to the total number of times such
a phrase in the source language is ever translated.
3.3 Using templates in translation
Once the templates are learned from the translation exam-
ples in the bilingual corpus file, the learning process is ter-
minated. When the user enters a phrase to the system in
order to retrieve its translation, the translation component
is responsible for handling this task. The translation com-
ponent first parses the input phrase using a slightly modi-
fied implementation [8] of the Earley parsing algorithm. The
Earley parser uses the learned translation templates as its
grammatical rules. Since the templates are type associated,
type checking is also performed by the translation compo-
nent.
Parsing becomes successful if at least one parse tree can
be built using a subset of the translation templates in the
system. Usually, the parsing algorithm produces multiple
parse trees, each representing a translation result. Then a
translation result is produced merely by substituting each
child template with the corresponding variable in the par-
ent template, in a recursive fashion. The generated results
may be identical, as there may be multiple ways of reaching
the same translation result, or they may be distinct. Some
of these results will be incorrect semantically or syntacti-
cally due to the inappropriate generalizations during tem-
plate learning. But, hopefully some correct translation re-
sults will also be generated.
For example, assume that the user wants to translate the
phrase
“the plane was flying”, (12)
which can be represented in the lexical form as
the+Det+Def +SP plane+Noun
+Sg be+Verb +Past +Sg fly+Verb +Prog. (13)
Let us assume that the known translation templates are as
follows:
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Fig. 2 Translation results for
the English phrase “the plane
was flying” (the+Det+Def
+SP plane+Noun +Sg
be+Verb +Past +Sg fly+Verb
+Prog) in (12)
1: the+Det+Def +SP X1Noun
+Sg be+Verb +Past +Sg X2Verb +Prog
↔ Y 1Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom Y 2Verb
+Pos +Prog1 +Past +A3sg
2: plane+Noun ↔ uçak+Noun
3: plane+Noun ↔ düzlem+Noun
4: fly+Verb ↔ uç+Verb
(14)
where the associated English to Turkish confidence factors
are 0.9, 0.8, 0.2 and 1.0, respectively. In (14), there are two
different translations in Turkish for the noun “plane”. The
first meaning is “uçak” (means “airplane”), and the second
meaning is “düzlem” (means “flat surface”).
When the parsing algorithm runs on the lexical-level
form of the input phrase, the parse trees in Fig. 2 are re-
turned. When the translation is over, the results are pre-
sented to the user. Before doing this, the results are sorted
in decreasing order of confidence values. As stated earlier,
the confidence value of a translation result is determined as
the product of the translation templates used in generating
that translation result. The confidence value of the trans-
lation result in Fig. 2(a) is 0.9 × 0.8 × 1.0 = 0.72, while
the confidence value of the translation result in Fig. 2(b) is
0.9 × 0.2 × 1.0 = 0.18. Therefore, the first translation result
will be ranked above the second one. This complies with
our expectations, as semantically the first translation result
is correct, while the second one is not.
3.4 Comparing translation templates with synchronous
grammar rules
Synchronous context-free grammars [1, 23] define the corre-
spondences between the grammatical structures of two lan-
guages. A synchronous CFG production rule has two right-
hand sides. One of them belongs to a source language and
the other belongs to a target language. The nonterminals ap-
pearing on both right-hand sides must have one-to-one cor-
respondence. If a nonterminal symbol appears in the source
language side, the same nonterminal must appear in the tar-
get language side too. A nonterminal symbol X in the source
language side must be linked to the nonterminal symbol X
in the target language side. For example, the following syn-
chronous CFG rule
S → 〈NP1V P2,V P2NP1〉
indicates that S can be rewritten as NP V P in the source
language, and V P NP in the target language. It also says
that the nonterminals NP and V P in the source language
side are linked to the corresponding nonterminals in the tar-
get language side, and the corresponding nonterminals are
marked with identical subscripts.
Our basic translation templates without type constraints
can be seen as synchronous CFG productions rules. For ex-
ample, our translation templates in (3) can be rewritten as
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the following synchronous CFG rules.
S → 〈S1drink+Verb +Past S2 +Sg,
S2 iç+Verb +Past S1 +A3sg +Pnon +Nom〉
S → 〈tea+Noun, çay+Noun〉
S → 〈coffee+Noun, kahve+Noun〉
In our translation templates, both sides contain the same
number of variables and there is one-to-one correspondence
between the variables of both sides. Each variable in the
translation templates is representable by a nonterminal sym-
bol, and all variables of the translation templates are asso-
ciated with the same nonterminal symbol in the synchro-
nous CFG formalism. In fact, the corresponding synchro-
nous CFG will have only one nonterminal symbol when
the translation templates are converted into the synchronous
CFG rules.
The variations of the probabilistic synchronous CFG
are used in the statistical machine translation domain by
many researchers [1, 7, 19, 24, 26]. Our translation tem-
plates with confidence factors can also be seen as prob-
abilistic CFG production rules. When a translation tem-
plate is represented as a synchronous CFG rule S →
〈EnglishRule,TurkishRule〉, the confidence factor of the
translation template for the translations from English to
Turkish will be the conditional probability P(TurkishRule/
EnglishRule). This conditional probability value is evalu-
ated by dividing the number of the occurrences of
EnglishRule and TurkishRule occurring together in the
translation examples by the number of the occurrences of
EnglishRule alone in the translation examples. Similarly, the
confidence factor of the translation template for the transla-
tions from Turkish to English will be the conditional proba-
bility P(EnglishRule/TurkishRule).
Although our basic translation templates with confidence
factors can be seen as probabilistic synchronous CFG rules,
our translation templates have also type constraints and the
type constraints can not be easily representable in the syn-
chronous CFG formalism. Our type constraints can be seen
as extra restrictions on the bindings of nonterminals to cer-
tain terminal strings. In other words, only certain forms of
the translation templates discussed in our earlier works [2–
4, 10, 21] can be directly representable by the probabilistic
synchronous CFG formalism.
In both the earlier version of our EBMT system and the
statistical machine translation systems based on the proba-
bilistic synchronous CFG formalism, the learned translation
rules are associated with some translation probabilities that
are obtained from the translation examples using certain sta-
tistical methods. The probabilities of the translation rules are
successfully used in the sorting of the translation results. Al-
though the probabilities of the learned translation rules help
the correct translation results appear among the top results
in many cases, the incorrect results or the results that would
not be preferred by some users may also occur among the
top results. There is no easy mechanism to order the trans-
lation results according to the user preferences, and our new
user-feedback mechanism presented in this paper addresses
this problem.
As we discussed earlier, the major contribution of this
paper is the usage of a new user-feedback mechanism in or-
der to learn the context-dependent co-occurrence rules. The
context-dependent co-occurrence rules reorder the rule con-
fidence factors in order to incorporate the user preferences.
We are not aware of any similar mechanism to our context-
dependent co-occurrence rule mechanism that is used in a
statistical machine translation system based on the proba-
bilistic synchronous CFG formalism.
4 Context-dependent co-occurrence rules
In the previous versions of our system, only the confidence
factors associated with translation templates were used for
sorting the translation results. This method was not flexible,
since the confidence factors were calculated in the learn-
ing phase and were not updated throughout the system life-
time. Therefore, we propose the use of context-dependent
co-occurrence rules in order to incorporate the user pref-
erences into the result ordering mechanism. In our system,
context-dependent co-occurrence rules are learned from the
user feedback in the translation phase, and continually up-
dated throughout the lifetime of the system.
A context-dependent co-occurrence rule specifies a tree
arrangement of the translation templates and a list of con-
texts, each associated with a separate aggregate confidence
factor. For example, the rule
1(2,3(5,6),4(7)) – [8(2),9(4)](0.7) (15)
specifies the template tree 1(2,3(5,6),4(7)) and it has a sin-
gle context [8(2),9(4)], which is associated with the aggre-
gate confidence value of 0.7. A single template tree can be
also associated with several contexts, all of which having
a separate aggregate confidence factor. A sample context-
dependent co-occurrence rule is
1(2, 3) – [4(1), 5(3)](0.7) – [6(1), 7(4), 8(2)](0.9) (16)
in which a tree of translation templates, 1(2, 3), is followed
by two contexts, [4(1), 5(3)] and [6(1), 7(4), 8(2)], associated
with aggregate confidence factors 0.7 and 0.9, respectively.
The rule (16) is depicted graphically in Fig. 3.
The numbers on the tree nodes denote the unique iden-
tifiers associated with each translation template. A context
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Fig. 3 The context-dependent co-occurrence rule (16)
such as, [4(1), 5(3)], specifies a sequence of translation tem-
plates, where each template is a child of the next template. In
addition to that, each parent is marked with a subscript de-
noting the position of the child in the parent’s list of children.
For example, for the context [4(1), 5(3)], the tree 1(2, 3) is
the 1st child of template 4; and template 4 is the 3rd child
of template 5. The order of the children of a given node is
important, e.g., two trees, 1(2, 3) and 1(3, 2) are not equiva-
lent.
As we aim bidirectional translation, two sets of co-
occurrence rules are maintained in the system, one of which
is used in English to Turkish translations and the other in
the reverse direction. As the user runs the translation com-
ponent and evaluates the generated translation results, the
co-occurrence rules are continually updated, i.e., new rules
are learned and context information of existing rules are up-
dated.
4.1 Using the context-dependent co-occurrence rules
A co-occurrence rule specifies an aggregate confidence fac-
tor. If the parse tree built for a translation result has a sub-
tree matching the rule, then this aggregate confidence factor
overrides the individual confidence factors in that subtree.
For example, assume that during the translation of the Eng-
lish phrase
“red haired man” (17)
whose lexical form is
red+Adj hair+Noun +Sg ˆDB+Adj+Ed man+Noun +Sg
(18)
the translation templates given below are used:
1: X1Adj Noun +Sg ˆDB+Adj+Ed X2Noun +Sg
↔ Y 1Adj Noun +A3sg +Pnon




Noun ↔ Y 1Adj Y 2Noun
3: man+Noun ↔ adam+Noun
4: red+Adj ↔ kızıl+Adj
5: hair+Noun ↔ saç+Noun
(19)
where the English to Turkish confidence factors of individ-
ual templates are 0.8, 0.7, 1.0, 0.5, and 1.0 respectively. Sup-
pose that the parse tree in Fig. 4 is built during the generation
of the translation result:
“kızıl saçlı adam” (20)
whose lexical form is
kızıl+Adj saç+Noun +A3sg +Pnon
+Nom ˆDB+Adj+With
adam+Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom (21)
The confidence value of this translation is
confidence = 0.8 × 0.7 × 1.0 × 0.5 × 1.0 = 0.28 (22)
Now, suppose that a co-occurrence rule that specifies
an aggregate confidence factor for the partial translation
“red+Adj hair+Noun → kızıl+Adj saç+Noun”, such as
2(4,5) – [1(1)](0.9) (23)
is learned beforehand. Since the template tree specified in
the co-occurrence rule matches the subtree 2(4,5) in the
parse tree of the result and the context of the matching sub-
tree is [1(1)], the aggregate confidence factor specified in the
rule overrides the original confidence factors of the nodes in
the matching subtree; and the new confidence value of the
translation result becomes
confidence = 0.8 × 0.9 × 1.0 = 0.72 (24)
The confidence value calculation method exemplified above
can be formalized by the algorithm in Fig. 5. Running this
algorithm with the parameter node set to the root of the
parse tree in Fig. 4 will return the confidence value 0.72 as
the result.
CONFVAL-EXACT in Fig. 5 defines the confidence value
of a parse tree recursively. If at any point of recursion, a
rule matching the subtree rooted at the current parse tree
node can be found, and a context matching the context of
the current parse tree node is available in the rule, then the
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Fig. 4 Parse tree built for the
translation of the English phrase
“red haired man” (red+Adj
hair+Noun +Sg ˆDB+Adj+Ed
man+Noun +Sg) in (17)
CONFVAL-EXACT(node)
tree ← the tree rooted at node
context ← the context of node
if (there exists a co-occurrence rule R that matches tree and
there exists a context, R_context, in R, where R_context = context) then
return the aggregate confidence factor associated with R_context
else
confidence ← confidence factor of the template represented by node
children ← {child : child is a child of node}
for all child ∈ children do
confidence ← confidence × CONFVAL-EXACT(child)
return confidence
Fig. 5 CONFVAL-EXACT. Returns the confidence value of a translation result
associated aggregate confidence value is returned. If these
conditions are not satisfied, then the values returned by
CONFVAL-EXACT(child), for all child in the children set of
node, are multiplied with the confidence factor of the tem-
plate represented by node; and the result of this multiplica-
tion is returned.
4.2 Partially matching contexts
CONFVAL-EXACT in Fig. 5 can use a co-occurrence rule
in confidence value calculation of a translation result only,
if the rule matches the current subtree and the rule contains
a context that is identical to the context of the current sub-
tree. If such a rule exists, then the aggregate confidence fac-
tor associated with the matching context of the rule is re-
turned immediately; otherwise the confidence value calcu-
lation continues recursively. Requiring an exact match of
a rule-context with the context of the current subtree can
be too restrictive. In this section, we relax this constraint in
such a way, that in the absence of an exactly matching con-
text, one or more partially matching contexts are used for
deriving an aggregate confidence factor.
When we allow partial matching of contexts, we should
first define a metric that reflects how close a given match












where RC is the rule-context, TC is the context of the
current subtree in the parse tree of the translation result,
length(RC) is the total number of the elements in RC, and
matched(RC,TC) is the number of matched elements be-
tween RC and TC. Note that the match-ratio calculated for
an empty rule-context is always 1. Context matching is done
simply by comparing the corresponding elements of a given
pair of contexts from left to right, i.e., from child to parent.
For example, comparing the contexts [4(2), 6(1), 7(4), 8(2)]
and [4(2), 6(1), 9(2)] will yield two matching elements, 4(2)
and 6(1).
The examples in this section use the context-dependent
co-occurrence rule given below:
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Fig. 6 The context-dependent
co-occurrence rule (26)
1(2, 3) – [4(2), 5(3)](0.3)
– [4(2), 6(1), 7(4), 8(2)](0.7)
– [4(2), 9(1), 10(2)](0.9)
– [4(2), 12(1)](0.4)
(26)
The rule above is depicted graphically in Fig. 6. This rule
contains four contexts, namely [4(2), 5(3)], [4(2), 6(1),
7(4), 8(2)], [4(2), 9(1), 10(2)] and [4(2), 12(1)] which are
associated with four different aggregate confidence factors,
0.3, 0.7, 0.9 and 0.4, respectively.
Given a current subtree and a rule that matches this sub-
tree, we calculate an aggregate confidence value in three
steps. In the first step we calculate match-ratios for all con-
texts available in the rule. Then we select a subset of the
rule-contexts, elements of which are the best matching ones.
Finally, we calculate an aggregate confidence factor using
the selected subset. A subset of rule-contexts, elements of
which match the context of the given subtree best, is selected
as follows, and examples are given in Fig. 7:
– Case 1: If there is a unique rule-context with the high-
est non-zero match-ratio, then only that rule-context is se-
lected.
– Case 2: If there are multiple rule-contexts with the highest
non-zero match-ratio, then the longest one of those rule-
contexts is selected.
– Case 3: If the longest rule-context is not unique, then all
such rule-contexts are selected.
In the last step, the aggregate confidence factor for the
current subtree T , and the matching rule R is calculated as




|S| − CV[T ]
)
(27)
where CV[T ] is the original confidence value of T (cal-
culated as the multiplication of the individual confidence
factors of the templates in T ), S is the selected subset of
rule contexts, match_ratio[S] is the match-ratio of the rule-
contexts in S (which is shared by all), and ACF[RC] is
the aggregate confidence factor associated with the rule-
context RC. The calculated aggregate confidence factor ap-
proaches to the original confidence value of the subtree,
when match-ratio decreases. As the match-ratio increases,
it approaches to the average of the aggregate confidence
factors associated with the rule-contexts in S. For example,
given that the original confidence value of the subtree 1(2,
3) in Case 3 of Fig. 7 is 0.6, the aggregate confidence factor
calculated for this subtree is







Up to now, we have studied the cases for which at least
one rule-context has a non-zero match ratio. Another case
is the one where a context-dependent co-occurrence rule
matching the current subtree exists, but all of the contexts
have a match ratio of zero. The naive solution is simply
calculating the confidence value recursively without using
the matching rule, if a rule-context with a non-zero match
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Fig. 7 Partial matching of
contexts: (a) An example parse
tree where a confidence value
will be calculated for the subtree
surrounded with the square.
Nodes that are not important are
drawn in dashed line pattern.
(b) The rule contexts, their
match ratios, and the selected
rule contexts
ratio is not available. This approach may not satisfy the
user expectations. Consider a situation where the user dis-
likes a combination of templates. He evaluates the combi-
nation as incorrect, but the combination appears over and
over in completely different contexts. We cannot expect
a user to evaluate that combination for all possible con-
texts. Therefore—even if a non-zero rule-context does not
exist—the previous evaluations should influence the confi-
dence value calculated for the current subtree. We achieve
this effect by taking the average of the aggregate confidence
factors of all rule-contexts, and the confidence value of the












In this equation CV_recursive[T ] is the confidence value
calculated for the current subtree T recursively, and A is the
set that contains all rule-contexts in the rule. The whole par-
tial context matching process is formalized in Fig. 8, which
provides the procedure CONFVAL-PARTIAL.
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CONFVAL-PARTIAL(node)
tree ← the tree rooted at node
context ← the context of node
rule_found ← false
if (there exists a co-occurrence rule R that matches tree) then
Calculate match-ratios for all contexts in R.
Select the subset S, from the contexts in R, that best match context.
if (S = ∅) then % use formula (27) in calculation
return CV[T ] + match_ratio[S] ×
(∑
RC∈S(ACF[RC])




% Calculate the confidence value recursively.
confidence ← confidence factor of the template represented by node
children ← {child : child is a child of node}
for each (child ∈ children) do
confidence ← confidence × CONFVAL-PARTIAL(child)
if (rule_found = true) then % use formula (29) in calculation











Fig. 8 CONFVAL-PARTIAL. Returns the confidence value of a translation result
5 Learning context-dependent co-occurrence rules
In our EBMT system, the context-dependent co-occurrence
rules are learned from the user feedback. After retrieving
the translation results, the user has the option of evaluat-
ing them. The system provides two different evaluation in-
terfaces, the Shallow Evaluation, which provides minimum
detail for inexperienced users, and the Deep Evaluation,
which is targeted for advanced users. First, we discuss the
deep evaluation mechanism to clarify the learning mecha-
nism for context dependent co-occurrence rules. Then, the
shallow mechanism which imitates the deep evaluation is
discussed.
5.1 Deep evaluation of translation results
The deep evaluation is targeted for advanced users and can
be used to learn more fine-tuned co-occurrence rules com-
pared to shallow evaluation. In the deep evaluation, the user
can evaluate individual nodes of the parse tree associated
with each translation result.
The user interface provides two check boxes for each
node of a parse tree in order to input the correctness judg-
ment from the user. Check Box 1 can be set to 3 different
values, which are correct (), incorrect () and indetermi-
nate (). The indeterminate state can be chosen for a node
when the user does not want to evaluate the subtree rooted at
that one. Check Box 1 is always shown to the user, whereas
Check Box 2, is only shown when Check Box 1 is set to
incorrect and the node has a child evaluated as incorrect.
Check Box 2 has two states, namely correct () and incor-
rect (). The different configurations of the two check boxes
constitute a total of 5 states for the nodes, the meanings of
which are explained in detail in Table 1.
For a given node, the user determines the state of Check
Box 1 by answering the question: “Is the translation implied
by the subtree rooted at this node correct?”. Therefore, if
Check Box 1 is set to () for a node, then the partial trans-
lation implied by the subtree rooted at that node must be
correct. Likewise, if it is set to () then the partial trans-
lation implied by the subtree rooted at that node is incor-
rect.
Similarly, for a given node, the user determines the state
of Check Box 2 by answering the question: “Can the trans-
lation error be isolated to some erroneous child(ren) of
this node?”. If the partial translation implied by the subtree
rooted at a node is incorrect, that node may not be the ac-
tual source of the translation error. In other words, the er-
ror can be isolated at one or more children nodes. If this is
the case, the Check Box 2 is set to () denoting that the
node is not a cause for the erroneous translation. If the error
cannot be isolated to a child node, then Check Box 2 is set
to ().
As an example, suppose that the translation system
knows only the following translation templates:
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Table 1 States used in deep evaluation
State Symbol Explanation
1  This is the initial state assigned to every node at the beginning of the evaluation. It simply denotes that there
does not exist any node in the subtree rooted at this node that is evaluated by the user.
2  This state denotes that the user evaluated the partial translation, which is implied by the nodes in the subtree
rooted at this node, as correct. It also indicates, that all children of this node are also in state 2.
3  This state denotes that the user evaluated the partial translation, which is implied by the subtree rooted at this
node, as incorrect. It also indicates that the user has not evaluated any of the children nodes as incorrect, or
the node is a leaf.
4  This state denotes that the user evaluated the partial translation, which is implied by the subtree rooted at this
node, as incorrect. In order for a node to be in this state, the node has to have a child that is evaluated as
incorrect.
5  This state has all properties of state 4. In addition to that, this state denotes that, although the translation is
erroneous, the use of this translation template in the current context is not the cause of the error. That is, the
translation error is isolated in some children of this node.
1: X1Adj Noun Sg ˆDB+Adj+Ed X
2
Noun +Sg





↔ Y 1Adj Y 2Noun A3sg Pnon Nom ˆDB+Adj+With
3: blonde+Adj X1Noun +Sg
↔ sarı+Adj saç+Noun +A3sg +Pnon
+Nom ˆDB+Adj+With
Y 1Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom
4: hair+Noun +Sg ↔ saç+Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom
5: woman+Noun ↔ kadın+Noun
6: yellow+Adj ↔ sarı+Adj
(30)
where the Turkish to English confidence factors are 0.9, 0.8,
0.5, 1.0, 1.0 and 1.0, respectively. Let us assume that the user
has translated the Turkish phrase
“sarı saçlı kadın” (31)
whose lexical representation is
sarı+Adj saç+Noun +A3sg +Pnon
+Nom ˆDB+Adj+With
kadın+Noun +A3sg +Pnon +Nom,
and the translation system returned two different results, as
shown in Fig. 9. The first result, “yellow haired woman” is
a literal translation and it is less appropriate when compared
to the second one, “blonde woman”. The confidence value
of the first translation, 0.9 × 0.8 × 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 = 0.72,
is greater than the confidence value, 0.5 × 1.0 = 0.5, of the
second one; therefore, the first translation is listed over the
second one. However, suppose that the user prefers the sec-
ond translation, “blonde woman”, over the first one. In that
case, the user may enter the Deep Evaluation screen to teach
his preference to the system.
To simplify the evaluation process, rather than showing
the contents of the non-atomic templates as node labels, the
Deep Evaluation screen shows the partial translations im-
plied by those nodes. The partial translation implied by a
node is defined recursively, and found by replacing each
variable in the template by the partial translation implied
by the corresponding child node. Since the leaf nodes al-
ways represent an atomic template in the parse tree of a re-
sult, the partial translation implied by a node can always be
found. Also the partial translation of the root node is equal
to the lexical form of the translation result associated with
that tree. For example, for the template tree of the first re-
sult in our example, rather than showing the contents of the
2nd template as the label of the node 2, the Deep Evalua-
tion screen shows the partial translation implied by node 2,
which is
sarı+Adj saç+Noun +A3sg +Pnon
+Nom ˆDB+Adj+With
→ yellow+Adj hair+Noun +Sg ˆDB+Adj+Ed (32)
At the beginning of the evaluation, in order to simplify
the user interface, the roots of the translation trees are col-
lapsed, i.e., the children of the root nodes are hidden from
the user. The children of a node are only expanded (shown)
when the partial translation implied by that node is evalu-
ated as incorrect by the user. By using this method, the user
marks paths from the root to the subtrees that are the sources
of the erroneous translation.
The evaluation is simple for the translation results that
are perceived as correct by the user. When the user marks
the root node of the parse tree of such a translation result as
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Fig. 9 Translation results for




+A3sg +Pnon +Nom) in (31)
Fig. 10 Evaluation of the translation result given in Fig. 9(b)
correct, all other nodes in the parse tree are considered to be
correct too. This is intuitive, as we expect a correct transla-
tion to be made up of partial translations, that are correct in
the context of the translated phrase. In our example, the user
perceives the second translation result, “blonde woman”, as
correct. So, the node 5 in the parse tree of that result is
marked as correct along with the root node. The Deep Eval-
uation process for this result is depicted in Fig. 10(a–b).
For the translation results that are perceived as incorrect,
or inappropriate, by the user, the evaluation requires more
attention. The user starts by setting the root node to state ,
and walks through the tree by expanding the nodes on the
paths to erroneous subtrees. For our translation result “yel-
low haired woman”, the process of Deep Evaluation is de-
picted in Fig. 11(a–e). One should note that, although this
translation result is not a completely wrong one, it is less
desired compared to the other result. The user can treat this
result as if it was incorrect to teach his preference to the sys-
tem. In deep evaluation, treating a not-that-appropriate result
as if it was incorrect is safe, since the system will never as-
sign a 0 confidence factor to such a translation result. The
learned co-occurrence rules will be fine-tuned to place this
kind of results just below the more desired ones.
Initially, only the root node is shown to the user
(Fig. 11(a)), along with the translation result in its lexi-
cal form. When the user sets the state of the root node
to , the root node is expanded and its children are shown
(Fig. 11(b)).
As the partial translation implied by node 5, “kadın
+Noun → woman+Noun”, is correct, the user sets the state
of node 5 as . Since the partial translation implied by
node 2, as given in (32), is perceived as incorrect, the user
sets the state of node 2 to  (Fig. 11(c)). Also, since the er-
ror can be isolated in node 2, the user changes the state of
the root node to  (Fig. 11(d)).
Lastly, the user evaluates the nodes 6 and 4. Node 6 im-
plies the partial translation “sarı+Adj → yellow+Adj”. It
is not wrong to use this node in the context of [2(1), 1(1)].
Similarly, node 4 could well be used in the same context
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Fig. 11 Evaluation of the
translation result given in
Fig. 9(a)
correctly if node 6 was not there. In other words, the reason
for the error is using nodes 6 and 4 together. When consid-
ered separately, using these nodes in the context they appear
is not wrong. So, in the Deep Evaluation, the states of both
of the nodes are set to  by the user (Fig. 11(e)).
5.2 Determining the desired confidence values
Each translation result is either marked as correct or incor-
rect regardless of the evaluation method used. The user also
has the option of leaving a translation result unevaluated. In
that case, no co-occurrence rule is learned from that partic-
ular translation result.
The co-occurrence rules learned from the user evaluation
guarantee that during the next translation of the same input
phrase, results marked as correct will be placed above the
results marked as incorrect, i.e., learned rules will adjust the
confidence value of correct and incorrect translations in such
a way that confidence values of correct translations will be
higher than that of incorrect translations.
Suppose that the translation of an input phrase returned
five different results, A, B, C, D and E; and the user eval-
uated the results as shown in Table 2. We can see that all
translation results except B are evaluated. While A is the
result with the highest confidence value, it is marked as in-
correct. Although, C and D are marked as correct, they are
assigned lower confidence values compared to A, thus rank-
ing below A. Therefore, the co-occurrence rules, that will be
learned from the evaluation should change the order of A, C
and D in such a way, that A comes below C and D. Even
though E is marked as incorrect, we do not have to change
its position in the ordering, since there are no correct results
Table 2 Sample translation result evaluation
Translation Original Evaluation






with confidence values lower than that of E. So, we will not
learn any rules from E.
The next step for learning co-occurrence rules, is to de-
termine the desired confidence values for the translation re-
sults. In order to do that, we have to calculate six values,
namely lower_hinge, upper_hinge, length1, length2, gapavg
and scale_ factor. The first four of these values for the ex-
ample in Table 2 are shown in Fig. 12.
Let the incorrect translation result with the highest con-
fidence value be Rinc_high and the correct result with the
lowest confidence value be Rcor_low. Upper_hinge is the
confidence value of the correct result that is ranked just
above Rinc_high. If such a correct result does not exits, then
upper_hinge = 1. Symmetrically, lower_hinge is the con-
fidence value of the incorrect result that is ranked just be-
low Rcor_low. If such an incorrect result does not exist, then
lower_hinge = 0. Also, length1 and length2 are defined as
length1 = |upper_hinge − confidenceOf (Rcor_low)| (33)
length2 = |lower_hinge − confidenceOf (Rinc_high)| (34)
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Fig. 12 lower_hinge, upper_hinge, length1 and length2 for the Exam-
ple in Table 2
The average gap, gapavg, between the original confidence
values of the subsequent evaluated translation results in
range [lower_ hinge, upper_hinge] for Table 2 is
gapavg =




Lastly, the scale_factor is calculated as
scale_factor = upper_hinge − lower_hinge
length1 + gapavg + length2
(36)
which is (1−0.3)/(0.6+0.2+0.6) = 0.7/1.4 = 0.5 for our
evaluation. After calculating the scale_factor, the desired
confidence value of a translation result R, that is in range









if R is not evaluated,
upper_hinge − (upper_hinge − confOf (R))
×scale_factor
if R is correct,
lower_hinge + (confOf (R) − lower_hinge)
×scale_factor
if R is incorrect.
(37)
For our evaluation, the correct results have been ranked
above the incorrect ones after assigning the desired confi-
dence values, as shown in Table 3. The process is depicted
graphically in Fig. 13. One should note that, our formula
in (37) preserves the order among correct results, which is
also true for incorrect results.
Table 3 The new ranking of the results in Table 2
Translation Desired Evaluation






Fig. 13 Assigning the desired confidence values. (θ =
arccos(scale_factor))
Now, let us return to our example translation of the
Turkish phrase (31) (“sarı saçlı kadın”). In our scenario, the
translation system returns two different translation results
for this input phrase, which are shown below with the corre-
sponding confidence values:
“yellow haired woman” : 0.72 “blonde woman” : 0.5
In this example, the first result will be evaluated as an incor-
rect result, and the second one will be evaluated as a correct
result. In this case, when we apply the methods described in
this section we will obtain the following parameters:
lower_hinge = 0.0 length1 = 0.5
upper_hinge = 1.0 length2 = 0.72
gapavg = 0.22
Therefore,
scale_factor = upper_hinge − lower_hinge
length1 + gapavg + length2
= 1
0.5 + 0.22 + 0.72 = 0.694
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Using formula (37), the desired confidence values for the
translation results become:
“yellow haired woman” : 0.499
“blonde woman” : 0.653 (38)
One should note, that the desired confidence values comply
with the expectations of the user. The more proper result,
“blonde woman”, has a higher desired confidence value than
that of the first result, “yellow haired woman”.
5.3 Extracting context-dependent co-occurrence rules
The last step in learning co-occurrence rules, is to extract
them from the parse trees of the evaluated translation results
with the desired confidence values. After finding the desired
confidence values for each translation result in the range
(lower_hinge, upper_ hinge), the system extracts context-
dependent co-occurrence rules, using the EXRULES proce-
dure given in Fig. 14. The first parameter to this procedure is
an array of the translation results, while the second parame-
ter is an array of the desired confidence values. The desired
confidence value for each translation result is calculated as
described in Sect. 5.2. EXRULES uses EXRULES-INCORR
and EXRULES-CORR procedures (given in Fig. 15 and
Fig. 16, respectively) in order to learn co-occurrence rules
for the given parse trees and their subtrees.
EXRULES-INCORR procedure is used to extract co-
occurrence rules from the parse trees of the translation re-
sults that are marked as incorrect by the user. The parse
trees of the incorrect translations are marked as ,  or, and EXRULES-INCORR procedure is only invoked for
those incorrect parse trees. EXRULES-INCORR performs a
depth-first traversal on the parse tree of a given incorrect
result. During the traversal, since a translation rule at the
root position of the nodes marked as  or  is a reason
for an incorrect translation, a co-occurrence rule is extracted
for that node. The incorrect children of the current node are
also explored in order to extract more co-occurrence rules.
Although a node marked as  represents an incorrect trans-
lation, its children will never be explored during the depth-
first traversal, since such a node cannot have a child marked
as incorrect. On the other hand, the children of nodes marked
EXRULES(results, new_confidences)
for i = 1 to length[results] do
root ← root node of results[i]
context ← [ ] % an empty context
if (root is in state ) then
EXRULES-CORR(root, context, new_confidences[i])
else if (root is in state ,  or ) then
EXRULES-INCORR(root, context, new_confidences[i])
Fig. 14 EXRULES. Extracts context-dependent co-occurrence rules
from evaluated translation results
as  or  will be explored, as this kind of a node must
have at least one incorrect child.
EXRULES-INCORR procedure in Fig. 15 takes 3 argu-
ments. The first one is a node in the parse tree of a trans-
lation result, the second one is the context in which the
node exists, and the last argument is the desired confi-
dence value for the subtree rooted at the given node. When
EXRULES-INCORR is called for the node p, with the de-
sired confidence value desired-confidencep , first a context-
dependent co-occurrence rule is learned by LEARNRULE if
the node p is marked as , or . The learned rule will have
an aggregate confidence factor that is lower than the original
confidence value of the subtree rooted at p, penalizing the
subtree.
Now, let us assume that a node p has children c1, c2,
. . . , cn, where c1, c2, . . . , ck are marked as incorrect (, 
or ) and ck+1, . . . , cn are either marked as correct ()
or left unevaluated (). Then, an incorrect-child-multiplier






where original-confidencep is the original confidence value
of the tree rooted at node p. This multiplier is used to dis-
tribute the penalty evenly to each of the incorrect children of
p. One should note that, the inequality
desired-confidencep/original-confidencep < 1
will always hold, as p is incorrect, therefore β < 1 is also
true. Next, for each child ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, EXRULES-INCORR
is called recursively with the desired confidence parameter
desired-confidenceci = β × original-confidenceci (40)
Thus, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
desired-confidenceci < original-confidenceci (41)
EXRULES-CORR is very similar to EXRULES-INCORR,
except it is used to learn rules from correct translations.
As all nodes in the parse tree of a correct translation result
would be marked as , the depth-first traversal performed
by recursive calls of EXRULES-CORR will effectively ex-
plore all the nodes in such a tree. When EXRULES-CORR
is called for the node p, with the desired confidence
value desired-confidencep , first a context-dependent co-
occurrence rule that rewards the subtree rooted at p is
learned.
Assume that a node p has children c1, c2, . . . , cm, where
all the children are marked as correct. Then a correct-child-
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EXRULES-INCORR(node, context, desired_confidence)
tree ← the tree rooted at node
if (state of node is  or ) then
LEARNRULE(tree, context,desired_confidence)
old_confidence ← the confidence value of tree
incorrect_children ← {c : c is a child of node in ,  or  state}
if (incorrect_children = ∅) then
β ← (desired_confidence/old_confidence)1/|incorrect_children|
for each (child ∈ incorrect_children) do
index ← getChildIndex(node, child)
child_context ← add(copy(context), 〈node, index〉)
child_confidence ← confidence value of the subtree rooted at child
desired_child_confidence ← β × child_confidence
EXRULES-INCORR(child, child_context,desired_child_confidence)
Fig. 15 EXRULES-INCORR. Extracts context-dependent co-occurrence rules from incorrect translation results
EXRULES-CORR(node, context, desired_confidence)
tree ← the tree rooted at node




old_confidence ← the confidence value of tree
correct_children ← {c : c is a child of node in  state}
if (correct_children = ∅) then
δ ← (desired_confidence/old_confidence)1/|correct_children|
for each (each child ∈ correct_children) do
index ← getChildIndex(node, child)
child_context ← add(copy(context), 〈node, index〉)
child_confidence ← confidence value of the subtree rooted at child
desired_child_confidence ← δ × child_confidence
EXRULES-CORR(child, child_context,desired_child_confidence)
Fig. 16 EXRULES-CORR. Extracts context-dependent co-occurrence rules from correct translation results
where original-confidencep is the original confidence value
of the tree rooted at node p. This multiplier is used to dis-
tribute the reward evenly to each of the correct children of
p. One should note that, the inequality
desired-confidencep/original-confidencep > 1 (43)
will always hold, as p is correct, therefore δ > 1 is also
true. Next, for each child ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, EXRULES-CORR
is called recursively with the desired confidence parameter
desired-confidenceci = δ × original-confidenceci (44)
Thus, for 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
desired-confidenceci > original-confidenceci (45)
Note that, for some child ci , 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the inequality
desired-confidenceci > 1 can be true, since δ > 1. This is
not allowable,4 since we do not want to learn a context-
dependent co-occurrence rule with an aggregate confidence
factor > 1. EXRULES-CORR prevents this kind of situations
by simply setting the rule confidence to 1 for subtrees rooted
at such ci .
Now, let us return to our deep evaluation scenario for the
translation results of the Turkish phrase “sarı saçlı kadın”
in (31). The parse trees of the translation results were eval-
uated as shown in Fig. 10(b) and Fig. 11(e), and the desired
confidence values were determined as given in (38). The
translation result in Fig. 11(e) was an incorrect one. There-
fore, EXRULES will call EXRULES-INCORR for the root
node of the parse tree of this result, with the desired con-
fidence value of 0.499. As the root node is marked as ,
no rules will be extracted at that node. Then the β value will
4A confidence factor represents a probability value, therefore cannot
be > 1.







Next, EXRULES-INCORR will be called for the incorrect
child of the root, which is node 2, recursively, with the de-
sired confidence value parameter of β ×0.8 = 0.693×0.8 =
0.554, where 0.8 is the original confidence value of the sub-
tree rooted at node 2. Since node 2 is marked as  the con-
text dependent co-occurrence rule
2(6, 4) – [1(1)](0.554) (47)
will be extracted. Since there are no other erroneous nodes
in the tree, this rule will be the only rule that is learned for
this translation result.
The translation result in Fig. 10(b) is correct. Therefore,
EXRULES will call EXRULES-CORR for the root node of
the parse tree of this result, with the desired confidence value
of 0.653. As this node is marked as , the context dependent
co-occurrence rule
3(5) – [ ](0.653) (48)
will be extracted. Note that the only context associated with
this rule is an empty one, as the rule was extracted from the






Next, EXRULES-CORR will be called for the correct child
of the root, which is node 5, with the desired confidence
value parameter of δ × 1.0 = 1.306 × 1.0 = 1.306, where
1.0 is the original confidence value of the subtree rooted at
node 5. Since the desired confidence value is greater than 1,
the extracted rule will be assigned the maximum possible
aggregate confidence factor, which is 1. Therefore the sec-
ond extracted rule will be
5 – [3](1.0) (50)
As no other nodes remain in the parse tree, the execution
will be over.
5.4 Shallow evaluation of translation results
Shallow evaluation is the second evaluation interface of
our translation system, which is targeted for inexperienced
users, as it provides much simpler means of user interac-
tion, compared to deep evaluation. In shallow evaluation, the
translation results are shown in their surface forms, instead
of their lexical forms. This makes it much easier to interpret
the results during the evaluation. While in deep evaluation,
the nodes in the parse trees of translation results can be eval-
uated individually by the user, in shallow evaluation the user
makes only a single correctness judgment for each result.
Thus, a translation result is either marked as correct () or
incorrect (), or left unevaluated ().
In fact, shallow evaluation is a front-end to deep evalu-
ation with a simplified interface. The input for the shallow
evaluation taken from the user is automatically converted
to an instance of the deep evaluation input, on which the
co-occurrence rule learning methods described in the previ-
ous subsections are applied. IMITATE-DEEPANALYSIS pro-
cedure, given in Fig. 17 performs this input conversion.
In IMITATE-DEEPANALYSIS, each incorrect result is
compared with the correct results. COMPARE-TREES pro-
cedure is used as a subprocedure for the comparison. The
nodes that might have caused the incorrect translation are
tried to be identified during successive comparisons. Note
that COMPARE-TREES ensures that the comparison order
does not change the final configuration of the incorrect re-
sults.
When an incorrect result is compared with the correct re-
sults, in some rare occasions, all nodes in the parse tree of
that incorrect result may be set to . This is an undesired ef-
fect, since it prevents learning any co-occurrence rules from
that particular incorrect result. This happens if successive
comparisons validate all of the nodes in the parse tree of
an incorrect result. IMITATE-DEEPANALYSIS handles this
situation and sets the root node to an incorrect state. There-
fore, it is guaranteed that at least one co-occurrence rule is
extracted from each incorrect result. An example run of the
algorithm in Fig. 17 is given in Fig. 18.
6 Test results and evaluation
In this section, we present the results of the translation tests
on the user evaluation mechanisms. We used two different
metrics for the performance evaluation. Our first metric is
the position of the first correct translation result among the
translations results. For this purpose, we examined whether
the first correct result appears in the first position, in the po-
sitions 2–3 and in the positions 4–5. The second metric,
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) [22], measures
the closeness of a translation result generated by a machine
translation system to a correct translation reference by us-
ing n-gram based method. To judge the quality of a machine
translation result, BLEU calculates its closeness to one or
more reference human translations using n-grams. A BLEU
score varies between 0 and 1, where a score of 1 denotes that
the result is an exact translation. In our experiments we take
the candidate as the translation result with the highest confi-
dence value. In cases where multiple results with the highest
confidence value exist, the candidate is taken as the first re-
sult generated. We use a single reference translation for each
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IMITATE-DEEPANALYSIS(correct_results_list, incorrect_results_list)
for each (correct_result ∈ correct_results_list) do
set all nodes in the parse tree of correct_result to 
for each (incorrect_result ∈ incorrect_results_list) do
set all nodes in the parse tree of incorrect_result to 
incorrect_root ← the root node in the parse tree of incorrect_result
for each (correct_result ∈ correct_results_list) do
correct_root ← the root node in the parse tree of correct_result
COMPARE-TREES(incorrect_root, correct_root)
if (state of incorrect_root is ) then
set all nodes in the parse tree of incorrect_result to 
set state of incorrect_root to 
COMPARE-TREES(incorrect_root, correct_root)
if (state of incorrect_root is ) then
return true
else if (templateno of incorrect_root = templateno of correct_root) then
flag ← true
for i = 1 to n, where n is the number of children of incorrect_root do
incorrect_child ← ith child of incorrect_root
correct_child ← ith child of correct_root
if (COMPARE-TREES(incorrect_child, correct_child) = false) then
flag ← false
if (flag = true) then
set state of incorrect_root to 
else
set state of incorrect_root to 
return flag
else
if (state of incorrect_root is ) then
set state of incorrect_root to 
return false
Fig. 17 IMITATE-DEEPANALYSIS. Converts a shallow evaluation input to a deep evaluation input automatically
element in the testing subset. We also used the parameter
value N = 4, as recommended in [22] in our experiments.
A data collection of 8012 translation examples has been
created for the experimental evaluation. The translation ex-
amples in the data collection consist of simple translation
examples that are manually created, and the translation ex-
amples that are created from the bilingual manuals of house-
hold electronic equipment and bilingual traveling brochures.
This data collection is an extended version of the data set
that is used in the evaluations of the earlier versions of our
EBMT system. The longest English sentence contained 31
words, and the longest Turkish sentence contained 26 words.
On the average, the number of words in a typical Eng-
lish sentence is approximately 11 words, and the number
of words in a typical Turkish sentence is approximately 10
words. All of English and Turkish surface-level sentences
in the data collection are manually converted into the sen-
tences in lexical form by using a simple tagging tool. Thus,
we obtained our bilingual corpus in lexical form, and it is
used as our data collection. The number of morphemes in
the longest English sentence in lexical form is 67, and the
number of morphemes in the longest Turkish sentence in
lexical form is 106.
The data collection in lexical form is pseudo randomly
divided into 3 subsets as follows in order to evaluate the
performance of our EBMT system:
– Training Subset is the 75% of the data collection (6012
examples), and it is used for the extraction of the transla-
tion templates.
– User Evaluation Subset is the 5% of the data collection
(400 examples), and it is used to train the system during
deep and shallow evaluations.
– Testing Subset is the 20% of the data collection (1600
examples), and it contains the translation examples which
are used during the performance evaluation of the system.
All three subsets contain unique elements, i.e., there is no
translation example that is shared by any two subsets; how-
ever, it is allowed for the translation examples in the subsets
to contain common substrings. In this way, we guarantee
that the system is not directly trained for the elements of the
testing subset, and thus avoid a flawed experiment. The 20%
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Fig. 18 An example to
automatic conversion of Shallow
Evaluation input into Deep
Evaluation input. (a) The initial
situation of the parse trees
associated with 4 translation
results. Result 1 is the only
incorrect result, while
Result 2–4 are evaluated as
correct by the user. At this point,
all nodes of the incorrect result
are initialized to , while all
nodes of the correct results are
initialized to . (b)–(d) The
situation after each successive
comparison of the incorrect
result with one of the correct
translation results. Note that
changing the comparison order
does not effect the final
configurations of the parse trees
of the data collection (1600 examples) is selected randomly,
and it is reserved as the Testing Subset. From the remaining
80% of the data collection (6412 examples), the sentences
of the User Evaluation Subset (the 5% of the data collection
= 400 examples) are pseudo randomly selected, and the re-
maining 75% of the data collection (6012 examples) is used
as the Training Subset.
During the selection of the sentences into the User Eval-
uation Subset, we did not make our selection completely
randomly because we tried to make sure that some of the
sentences in the User Evaluation Subset have common sub-
strings with the sentences in the Testing Subset. Thus, we
can observe the effects of the learned context-dependent
co-occurrence rules during the user evaluation phase in
the translation of the sentences in the Testing Subset. The
learned context-dependent co-occurrence rules play a role
in the order of the translation results if they are only used
in the translation process of the sentences in the Testing
Subset. If the sentences of the User Evaluation Subset and
the Testing Subset do not have any common substrings, the
learned context-dependent co-occurrence rules will not be
used in the translation of the sentences of the Testing Sub-
set. In that case, we can say that the user-evaluation does
not have any effect on the performance of our EBMT sys-
tem, and its performance will be same as the performance of
the earlier version of our EBMT system. When the overlap
between the substrings of the sentences of the User Evalu-
ation Subset and the Testing Subset increases, the effect of
the user-evaluation phase on the performance of the system
increases too. Of course, the main point of using the user-
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Pos. of first corr. result
1 2–3 4–5
Initial 0.815 65% 21% 3%
Shallow eval. 0.842 74% 13% 2%
Deep eval. 0.856 76% 11% 2%




Pos. of first corr. result
1 2–3 4–5
Initial 0.778 59% 19% 10%
Shallow eval. 0.802 68% 13% 7%
Deep eval. 0.817 70% 12% 6%
evaluation mechanism is that the user prefers certain trans-
lations for some of the strings during the user-evaluation and
he/she wants that his/her preferences are used in the subse-
quent translations.
After a set of translation templates were learned from the
translation examples in the Training Subset, we measured
the performance of the system using the translation exam-
ples in the Testing Subset without doing any user-evaluation.
These measurements reflect the initial performance of our
system without using any co-occurrence rules. Of course,
the system is tested in both directions, namely English to
Turkish and Turkish to English. In fact, these measurements
reflect the performance of the earlier version of our EBMT
system [4] on the extended data set described in this paper.
In other words, the first rows (marked as Initial) in Tables 4
and 5 indicate the performance of the earlier version of our
EBMT system on the new data set described here using two
different measurement metrics. The data set described in this
paper is an extended version of the smaller data set described
in [4]. According to the performance results given in [4],
the BLEU scores of the earlier version of the system for the
smaller data collection are 0.82 for English to Turkish direc-
tion, and 0.78 for Turkish to English direction. For English
to Turkish direction, 66% of the correct results appear in the
first position, 23% of the correct results appear in the sec-
ond or third position, and 1% of the correct results appear in
the fourth or fifth position. For Turkish to English direction,
59% of the correct results appear in the first position, 19% of
the correct results appear in the second or third position, and
11% of the correct results appear in the fourth or fifth posi-
tion. These performance results of the earlier version of our
EBMT system for the smaller data collection are very sim-
ilar to the performance results in the first rows (marked as
Initial) in Tables 4 and 5 for the extended data set described
here.
In order to measure the performance of the deep eval-
uation method, we trained the system by doing the user-
evaluation using the translation examples in the User Eval-
uation Subset. For English to Turkish direction, the English
sentence of each example in the User Evaluation Subset was
translated using the translation templates extracted earlier
from the training subset. Then, a deep evaluation was per-
formed for the translation result. The evaluator marked cor-
rect results and incorrect results using the evaluator user in-
terface [5], and evaluated the subtrees of the incorrect results
in detail. As a result, the co-occurrence rules were learned
from the deep evaluation. Then, in order to test the effect
of the deep evaluation, the examples in the testing subset
were translated using the initial templates together with the
co-occurrence rules that were learned during the deep eval-
uation. The same steps were repeated for Turkish to English
direction.
A similar evaluation process was applied in order to
test the performance of the shallow evaluation process. In
this case, the evaluator only marked the translations re-
sults as correct or incorrect without doing anything else.
Then, the examples in the testing subset were translated
using the initial translation templates together with the co-
occurrence rules that were learned during the shallow eval-
uation process.
Because the deep evaluation is a much more detailed
process compared to the shallow evaluation, the former
takes approximately twice as much time as the latter. Fur-
thermore, in the deep evaluation, the user has greater control
on the process. As a result, the number of context-dependent
co-occurrence rules learned in the deep evaluation is less
than the rules learned in the shallow evaluation.
Table 4 presents the results of the tests done in English
to Turkish direction of the translation. In this direction, ini-
tially the average BLEU score was 0.815. When the context-
dependent co-occurrence rules learned from the deep evalu-
ation were used in the ranking of the translation results, the
BLEU score increased to 0.856. The BLEU score increased
less when the rules learned from the shallow evaluation were
used. The number of the correct translations appearing in the
first position of the translation results increased 11% for the
deep evaluation and 9% for the shallow evaluation. Both the
deep evaluation and the shallow evaluation moved up the
position of the first correct translation result. The last three
columns of Table 4 show the distribution of the position of
the first correct result among the generated results.
In Turkish to English direction as given in Table 5, the
average BLEU score was 0.778 initially. When the context-
dependent co-occurrence rules learned from the shallow
evaluation were used in the ranking of the translation re-
sults, the BLEU score increased to 0.802. For the shallow
evaluation, the number of the correct results appearing in the
first position increased from 59% to 68%. The results for the
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deep evaluation were better. When the context-dependent
co-occurrence rules learned from the deep evaluation were
used in the ranking of the translation results, the BLEU score
increased to 0.817. Similarly, the number of the correct re-
sults appearing in the first position increased from 59% to
70%. The last three columns of Table 5 show the distribution
of the position of the first correct result among the generated
results.
The results for the deep evaluation are better than that of
the shallow evaluation. This is because of the fact that, in the
deep evaluation the user can fine-tune the templates that will
be learned from the evaluation, while this is not possible in
the shallow evaluation. Therefore in general, we expect the
number of incorrect context-dependent co-occurrence rules
learned by the shallow evaluation to be higher. Also, since
the number of rules learned by the deep evaluation is usually
less than that for the shallow evaluation, the time consump-
tion of the ranking process will also be lower if the former
approach is followed. However, we expect that the users will
prefer the shallow evaluation, due to its simplicity.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, we described the extension of an existing
example-based machine translation system with a user-
evaluation module. The major contribution of this work is
an improved ranking mechanism for the translation results
that learns gradually from the user feedback. After a transla-
tion, the user always has the option of evaluating the gener-
ated results. From the evaluation, the system learns context-
dependent co-occurrence rules which may be consulted in
the result ordering phases of the upcoming translations.
In order to sort the translation results, the earlier versions
of the system solely used the confidence factors associated
with each template. Confidence factors were calculated in
the learning phase once, and never updated thereafter. In our
current approach, confidence factor scheme is improved by
the inclusion of context-dependent co-occurrence rules. The
system continues to learn context-dependent co-occurrence
rules with each user evaluation in the translation phase.
Certain translation templates may be assigned low con-
fidence factors when considered individually, but their co-
existence in a translation result may deserve a higher confi-
dence. The reverse can also be true. The original confidence
factor assignment scheme did not handle template combina-
tions, but considered each template individually. In our ap-
proach, the user has the chance to influence the confidence
values of translation template combinations, without affect-
ing the original confidence factors that will be used when
the templates are utilized individually.
The system provides two different interfaces for getting
the user feedback. In the shallow evaluation interface, the
user simply marks correct and incorrect translations. On the
other hand, in the deep evaluation, as the name implies, the
user can evaluate individual nodes of the parse trees associ-
ated with each translation result, where each node represents
a separate translation template. Therefore, the deep evalua-
tion takes more time, as it requires more attention and ex-
pertise. However, the deep evaluation provides fine-tuning
capabilities which are not offered by the shallow evaluation.
In our tests, we observed significant performance im-
provements in the average BLEU scores and precision val-
ues at the top results. The improvements for the deep eval-
uation were better than those of the shallow evaluation, as
expected.
In Sect. 4, the context of a subtree in the parse tree of a
translation result (where the subtree corresponds to a phrase
in the translation) was defined as a chain of nodes. This ab-
stract definition allowed us to develop a context matching
algorithm (see Sect. 4.2) in a simple manner. However, we
expect a linguistically influenced definition to be superior, as
a more natural definition of the context that a phrase occurs
in would be based on the words surrounding that phrase.
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